Predental Advisory Committee

Members

Grace Ishak, University of Florida ‘20, chair; Adam Mucci, Marist College ‘20; Elyse Hofer-Draper, University of Colorado Boulder ‘20; Sonali Lallu, University of Central Florida ‘21; Sara Ha, Northeastern University ‘20; Zane Jenkins, Brigham Young University- Idaho ‘22; and staff liaison Lilliane Smothers, director of membership.

Mission

Predental Advisory Committee develops and provides feedback on predental student focused initiatives. They work closely with the predental consultant, and provide insight into ASDA’s predental members.

Council Business

- To help promote Predental Month, the Committee connected with predental chairs at predoctoral chapters to encourage predoctoral chapters to highlight predental programs on national ASDA’s calendar and events.
- To promote engagement, the committee contributed to the predental-focused ASDA Instagram account and identified ASDA member accounts to connect with to encourage those account to highlight the ASDA predental Instagram.
- The Committee discussed the value of predental membership and reasons why predentals join ASDA.
- The Committee provided discussed Getting into Dental School and provided suggestions for updates for the next edition.